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In Focus

Glycolytic cancer cells splice their way out of trouble
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Most human cells utilize both glycolysis
and oxidative respiration to generate the energy they need. Although oxidative respiration is more efficient, glycolysis does not
require oxygen and therefore tends to predominate in times of extreme environmental
stress. For example, cardiac myocytes will
fall back on glycolysis in the hypoxic environment that arises after infarct. This may Hongying Gang (left), Lorrie Kirshenbaum (right), and colleagues found that glycolytic cancer
cells express high levels of an alternatively spliced version of Bnip3 that suppresses the
not be enough to sustain the tissue; if the proapoptotic functions of the full-length protein. Hypoxic cancer cells lacking the splice form
damage is too severe, cells are driven to (right) are therefore more susceptible to death (red cells) than controls (left).
apoptosis. Cancer cells, however, are often
resistant to apoptosis even when placed cancer drug, doxorubicin; the drug stimu- to death by hypoxia, to doxorubicin, or to
under severe metabolic stress.
lates Bnip3 translocation to mitochondria full-length Bnip3 itself? The answer was
A notable feature of many cancers is and induces cardiomyocyte necrosis (4). yes,” says Kirshenbaum. When not countheir reliance on glycolysis rather than But Kirshenbaum’s group also noticed tered by the shorter splice variant, fulloxidative respiration for energy genera- that an alternatively spliced form of Bnip3 length Bnip3 efficiently killed cancer cells.
tion. This may originate as a way to cope is up-regulated in cardiomyocytes ex- This contrasts with earlier reports that
with the poorly vascularized, hypoxic en- posed to hypoxia (5). This splice variant overexpression of Bnip3 in cancer cells
vironment within solid tumors, but cancer lacks the gene’s third exon and suppresses drives autophagy, a process that helps cells
cells tend to rely on glycolysis even when the full-length protein’s proapoptotic activi- survive energetic privation (6). However,
oxygen is present. What advantage cancer ties, thereby preventing excessive cardio- Gang et al. observed that, in fact, autophagy
cells gain from this metabolic switch— myocyte death.
only occurs in cancer cells overexpressing
named the Warburg effect after Nobel
Upon surveying several cancer cell full-length Bnip3 when the splice form is
laureate Otto Warburg, who was the first lines and cancer patient–derived cells, Re- also expressed. The splice form, whose
to observe it (1)—remains a mystery. search Associate Hongying Gang and her existence was then unknown, may have
Now, Gang et al.offer new insights into colleagues in Kirshenbaum’s lab observed thrown off those earlier studies.
how cancer cells’ glycolytic
that the shorter splice variant
Therefore, this study suggests that canphenotype helps facilitate
was the predominant Bnip3 cer cells’ glycolytic phenotype drives alter“So the
their remarkable resilience
isoform expressed in can- native splicing of Bnip3, which protects
question was, cers. Hypothesizing that them from death caused by full-length
to metabolic stress (2).
Some cancers sport muBnip3 splicing may be linked Bnip3. Is the Bnip3 splice variant a kind of
if we remove
tations in pro- or antiapopto the cells’ metabolic pheno- Achilles’ heel for cancer cells? Kirshenthe [Bnip3]
totic genes, but others don’t,
type, the researchers restored baum’s group is currently working to
splice variant, oxidative respiration by in- understand all the protein’s functions in
yet still survive under conditions that would kill norterfering with the glycolytic cells. They also aim to pharmacologically
can we
mal cells. An early step in
enzyme PDK2, which is up- target the splice form in hopes that this
sensitize cancer regulated in cancer cells, may impair cancer growth, possibly in
apoptosis is the permeabilization of the mitochondrial cells to death?” particularly under hypoxic conjunction with doxorubicin treatment.
outer membrane by proapopconditions. Inhibition or
totic Bcl-2 family proteins. For example, knockdown of PDK2 blocked Bnip3 alter- 1. Warburg, O. 1956. Science. 123:309–314.
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This may explain the high risk of heart
“So the question was, if we remove the
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failure associated with the widely used splice variant, can we sensitize cancer cells
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Cancer cells’ glycolytic phenotype drives alternative splicing of the proapoptotic protein Bnip3,
producing a splice variant that protects against death.
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